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ship display of these three birds was the same as I have observed with other 
mati•g Downy Woodpeckers elsewhere in past seasons. At my station 
the mating activities began when the birds first met and was continued 
more or less regularly thereafter. The female is usually rather qmet, 
sometimes giving a week, week, week, week, or again a squeaking note. 
The males give •orth a loud w, ck, 'wwk, wwk, w•ck, wick, wick, some- 
times with a rolling k-k-k-k-k at the end. Very little drumming on 
resonant objects is done by the male, once a female is located, and in this 
case almost none was done except when one male was out of sight and 
hearing of the female and the other courting bird. To the casual observer, 
the chasing of the female by the male to a tree, and from tree to tree, 
in a seemingly idle manner (often, but not always, by both males) is in 
reality a part of the mating mameuvres. 

x, Vhen it happens that both males are in pursuit, the activities take on 
an added impetus. I have a number of times seen one male dash headlong 
across a fifty-yard opening to where the other two birds were, loudly 
uttering his cry, and, when alighting, dash at his adversary, the female 
squeaking intermittently, 'and swinging her body from side to side. The 
display also consists of spread wings nervously fluttered; raising and 
lowering of the scarlet patch; mad dashes from one tree to another at the 
fleeing female, who dodges to the opposite side of the tree as the pursuing 
bird alights; loud calls at intervals when he stops in his mad hopping up 
the limbs and smaller branches. This activity may last from five to thirty 
minutes, from the large elm in our yard, where the birds feed, to a larger 
area either south or east of the house. When two birds are alone together, 
it is common to find them perching near together and motionless for 
considerable periods of time, but let the second male appear and the first 
male will drive the female from the tree and the round is begun again. 
x, Vhen two males come face to face in a headlong rush, wings spread, 
crest raised, and beak open in a challenging attitude, it is mostly sham, for 
they soon quiet down unless one advances up the tree toward the female 
clinging immovable above. Courting lasted for upwards of two weeks, 
or perhaps longer, before the female made her choice. Of the two rivals 
the son finally was accepted, the older male shortly disappearing. 

The young pair nested at the edge of the woods south of the house, 
fifty feet up in the dead branch of a sugar maple, ignoring two near-by 
nesting-sites their parents had used. They brought off four young, and 
towards the last of June they were feeding at the station, and were 
banded on July 8, 1931, A2654J6-7-8-9, the first bird banded a female, the 
latter three males. This is the first record of such an instance of inbreed- 
ing that has come to my attention.--LF•W•S O. S•¾, East Westmore- 
land, New Hampshire. 

A Seven-and-a-Half-Year-Old Blue Jay,•The Blue Jay (Cyanocitta 
cristata cristata) previously mentioned in Bird-Banding, Vol. II, 1931, 
pp. 129 and 130, wearing band No. 352483, was found dead August 29, 
1931, by Frank Meyer in his yard at 1365 Brockley Avenue, Lakewood, 
Ohio, about three-quarters of a mile south of the place of banding. This 
Jay, identified also by an injured wing, had come to the porch of Mrs. 
Frank Zink, near-by, almost daily for more than five years. being absent 
only during the molting period and perhaps one winter. It •vas still warm 
when found, showing no evidence of iniury. Examination showed it to 
be in good condition with no evidence of internal injury or disease. As 
this bird when banded on November 3, 1924, was an adult, its age was 
not less than seven and a half years.--E. C. I-Iorr•^:v, 1041 Forest Cliff 
Drive. Lakewood, Ohio. 


